BRITAIN   GOES   TO   WAR
the final decision as has since been assigned to it. The immediate
importance of the oil supplies was discounted by the Admiralty
itself. Mr. Winston Churchill, First Lord of the Admiralty,
wrote, on September ist, in a minute on a memorandum by
Admiral Slade urging the dispatch of an expedition: 'There is
little likelihood of troops being available for this purpose.
Indian troops must be used at the decisive point. We shall have
to buy our oil from elsewhere.5 x
The India Office itself did not take the view that oil was the
chief objective to be gained in sending the expedition. General
Barrow placed oil as the last of five objectives to be thus gained.2
The Secretary of State for India, writing in a private letter to
the Viceroy, after the expedition had been ordered to proceed,
stated: cOf the various objects to be attained by sending a force
up the Gulf, I have always regarded the moral effect on the
Arab chiefs as the primary and the protection of the oil stores
as the secondary.'3 The Government of India also held that oil
was not so valuable as to outweigh the consequences of an attack
on Persia.4
The menace of Basra as a fortified enemy port from which
enemy ships or even submarines, transported piecemeal over
the disjointed sections of the Baghdad Railway, would strike at
Imperial communications in the Indian Ocean, might have
carried more weight in the decision to send the expedition had
the Baghdad Railway been completed or had Turkey, with the
aid of Germany, had the opportunity before the outbreak of
war to establish an adequate naval base and force in the
Persian Gulf. Information that the Emden might take refuge
in the Gulf was discounted by the Admiralty. Any attack
on India from Basra was, under the circumstances, regarded
as unfeasible.
The paramount danger, in the opinion of H.M. Government,
1 Cited O.H., Vol. i, p. 82.	2 Ibid., p. 88.
3	Letter (private), Lord Crewe to Viceroy, October 9th, 1914, quoted in evi-
dence before the Mesopotamia Commission. Also in O.H, Vol  i, p. 95.
4	Telegram to S/S for India, October 7th, 1914, cited O.H., Vol. I, p. 94.
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